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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

    
     LOCATION: AUDITORIUM

     TIMING: 9TH APRIL 2024, 6:00 - 9:00 PM 
Rules: 

Each team should have minimum 6 and maximum 15 members.
Registration fees is Rs. 150/- per team
Time allotted is 8 to 10 minutes maximum. Exceeding time limit
will have negative points.
Use of any props, stage light for effect, projectors and vocals are
not allowed.
However background music can be used, which should be
submitted to the event coordinator by the team atleast 1 week
prior to the event, in mp3 format.
The team should arrange for makeup and outfit.
Obscenity,  offensive gestures and words are strictly prohibited.
No caste/creed/religion should be harmed.
Judges' decision will be final. No objections will be entertained

ACTOMANIA
Open Drama

Whether you are a drama enthusiast or a curious newcomer, Let your
inner "dramebaaz" finds its stage as it weaves a new world. Explore the
magic of theatre as imagination narrates stories, drama, laughter and

inspiration.
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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Judging Criteria: 
Production
 Efficient use of space
 Relevant use of musical sound track & props 
Acting - characterization ,use of voice and energy levels 
Team work
 Script
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https://forms.gle/eQtbBPNngDbpVScG9


CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

 LOCATION: AUDITORIUM
 TIMING: 7TH APRIL 2024, 12:00 - 2:00 PM
Rules: 

Each team should have minimum 6 and maximum 15 members.
Registration fees is Rs.150/- per team
Time allotted is 8 to 10 minutes maximum. Exceeding time limit will
have negative points.
Use of any props, stage light for effect, projectors and vocals are not
allowed.
However background music can be used, which should be submitted
to the event coordinator by the team atleast I week prior to the event,
in mp3 format.
The team should arrange for makeup and outfit.
Obscenity, offensive gestures and words are strictly prohibited.
No caste/creed/religion should be harmed.
 Judges' decision will be final. No objections will be entertained

SILENT SPOTLIGHT
MIME SHOW

A tramp, a gentleman, a poet, a dreamer, a lonely fellow, always hopeful
of romance and adventure..... Can some unspoken words come to life and

unveil a new world before the eyes? This time, Let your silence speaks
volumes and every movement tells a tale.
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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Judging Criteria: 
Choreography & presentation (Stage coverage).
Costume.
Theme of performance
Facial expressions & energy.
Synchronization with beats.
Perfection, performance & overall impact.
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https://forms.gle/BawmKmB8iQPDmU7Z8


CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

LOCATION: OPEN SPACE
TIMING: 10TH APRIL 2024, 10:00 - 1:00 PM

Rules: 
Each team should have a minimum of 6 and a maximum if 20 members. More
than one team from a college is allowed.
Registration fee is Rs. 150/- per team.
Maximum time alloted including arrangement of props and formations is 20
minutes.
All themes are welcome keeping in mind not to hurt any caste/creed/religion.
If any instruments are required, the teams should arrange for the same
themselves.
Any kind of obscenity, offensive gestures and words are not allowed.
The props to be used, should be informed to the event coordinator
beforehand, by the teams. Teams should carry specific, easy to transport
props. Props should exclude any fireworks or other items that may hamper the
competition.
The language used in the act should be Hindi and English. However small
dialogs/paragraphs can be in other languages keeping in mind it doesn't make
the act incomprehensible.
Judges' decision will be final and no objections made shall be entertained.

STAGE UNBOUND
NUKKAD NATAK

Witness the streets transform into stages and stories come vibrant
amidst the hustle and bustle of life. Join in to embrace the essence of

theatre as it continues to inspire and envision new possibilities.
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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Judging Criteria: 
Production
Efficient use of space
Relevant use of musical sound track & props
Acting - characterization, use of voice and energy levels
Team work
Script
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https://forms.gle/kFcjdPUgrSuYAbLH7


CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Contact no:
 

Lalsingh Banoth -7997116720
Vikash Meena - 9785308765

Aarjan Das - 6290999288 
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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Location: MAIN STAGE
Timing: 10th April 2024, 7:00 - 9:00 pm

Rules: 
Time limit is 12 to 15 min
Maximum 15 and minimum 6 members per team
More than 1 team allowed per college
Themed performance. 
Choice of the theme is upto the participants
Use of fire, water or anything that can damage the stage is prohibited
Teams are responsible for lightings sound narration clothing makeup etc
Sound track, if any, must be submitted atleast 1 week prior to the show
The theme of the show must be informed to the event co ordinators
atleast 1 week before the show 
Obscenity and nudity is strictly prohibited
Fees 150rs per team

FASHION SHOW
Get ready to be swept off your feet as we introduce the world of

glamour and haute couture. Prepare to be dazzled as this is an event
not to be missed.
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CULTURAL EVENTSCULTURAL EVENTS

Judging Criteria: 
Thematic incorporation
Confidence and attitude
Rampwalk and choreography
creativity and originality
Costume design and fit
Makeup and accessories
Overall presentation

For Enquires:
Lal Singh Banoth +91 79971 16720
Nikita Debbarma +91 96126 50351
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https://forms.gle/e35WWtJffeNqNVZ87

